History:

Science

- To put the Vikings in historical
context
- To discuss where the Vikings came
from and who they were.
- To learn about Viking Religion and
beliefs.
- To discover how Vikings lived,
including: food, clothing, housing
and settlements,
- To discover how Vikings engaged in
War and combat,
- To learn about how Vikings wrote,
using Runes.

Literacy
Sound: To identify how sounds are
- To research different aspects
of Viking life and present the
information.
To Write a recount about a Viking
raid as if they had been there.
- To write poetry based on Viking
kennings
– To Read Viking myths about
their gods and write their own
versions

PSHE
- To find out where our
families came from and why
they settled in Bedford.

made,
- To recognise that vibrations from
sounds travel through a medium to the
ear
- To investigate the pitch and volume of a
sound
Electricity: To identify common
appliances that run on electricity.
- To construct simple circuits and
understand how they work.
- To know how a switch works in a
circuit.
- To recognise some common
conductors and insulators of
electricity

The Vikings are
Coming!

- To explore how to cope
with new situations.

DT
- To make a Viking
longship
- To design and make a
pop up Christmas card

Year 4

- To identify situations when
they might need help and who
can help them.

Music

Art
RE
( Come & See Programme)
Domestic Church –People
Baptism/confirmation–
called
Advent –gift
Judaism – The importance of
the Torah

- To make a Viking rune
stone

Year 4

- To design and make a
Viking brooch
Spring

- To learn the songs for
and perform in the Sing
On concert with other
Bedford schools.

Term
- To explore rhythmic

- To learn how to weave

patterns (Music Express)

- To design a Viking shield
to reflect their interests
and qualities.

- To explore
arrangements

Geography
- To identify where the
Vikings came from and
where they travelled to
in the world on a map.
- To identify local place
names come from the
Vikings .

